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South Reading

Patient Voice Minutes

1. Welcome and Apologies

Date 27th April 2016

Location Reading Community Learning Centre

Present Shaheen Kausar, Chatham Street
Tom Lake, Pembroke Surgery
Douglas Dean, Westwood Road Surgery
Douglas Findlay, Pembroke Surgery
David Bales, Longbarn Lane
Martha Klein, London Street
Michael Fairfax, London Street
Libby Stroud, Pembroke
Phil Lowry, UHC
Christopher Mott, Milman Road, Dr Kumar
James Penn, Milman Road, Dr Mittal,
Caroline Langdon, Russell Street Surgery

Apologies Carol Munt - Milman Road, Lister
Laurence Napier-Peele
Pat Bunch, Healthwatch
Farzane Eftekhari
Joan Lloyd

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising

Approved.

Matters arising - Kennet Surgery received a good rating from CQC.

CM: I must confirm that Dr Richard Croft has retired along with his wife Dr Rosemary Croft.

CL: I wonder if they were they the GPs who declared to Radio4 that they wer retiring after 50 years and were very happy?

TL: In relatio to the CQC report on Eldon Road surgery. There is obvious concern about the cancer diagnosis not recorded
or acted upon.

DF: THey could get practical help from a good neighbouring practice.

I wonder what FFT rating they got? And when last revalidated?

LS: I think the partner has not been there long - it was single-handed for some time.

LS: There is a sale agreed notice on 17 Craven Road - to be the site of the GP Chambers which we heard about last week.

DF: The RBH Board has not approved this despite the notice.

MK: JM had offered to hekp with planning permission and so on.

CM: NHS England has agreed a boost to primary care spending and noted that premises were an important aspect of GP
care - spending on premises to be 100% refundable.

JP: Will we hear what our funding allotment is?

CM: Possibly not directly. We must be attentive to the Primary Care Board.‘

3. Reading’s Health and How We Assess It -the JSNA

Kim Wilkins, Manager in Reading’s Public Health Department presented the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment web site for
Reading, showing live examples from the web site.

The JSNA looks at incidence of different health conditions and outcomes. It also look at wider determinants of health -
living conditions. It looks across the whole of Reading.

With this new JSNA there will be a new draft strategy.

We are a small team of about 7 and work with Public Health Services for Berkshire based in Bracknell Forest who supply
basic data. Their informatics people keep an eye on national data sets and send us updates etc.

We supplement the basic data with data from housing/transport at the Borough. We also talk to CCG partners and ask for
useful data - also for help to check our data.

We take the health messages out to the carers forum. older people’s working groups. We asked attendees about the current
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JSNA, what they thought about the current JSNA.

The new JSNA is currently at http://www.reading.gov.uk/jsna

This year the different data sets are presented in a list rather than being collected in thematic sections, making it easier to
locate particular data.

What shall we look at? Diabetes. (The web site page on Diabetes was shown.)

TL: There is the assessment of need - but no quantitative measure of the burden of diabetes, which could support the
rational setting of priorities.

KW: This doesn’t supply the basis for setting priorities. That is a problem with which many are struggling.

This year we have agreement to update the figures as we get further data.

CL: Let’s look at obesity. I see some very heavy young mothers at in the shopping mall. (The page on Obesity was shown.)

KW: We also have ward profiles with the smaller set of data we have on a ward basis.

KW: We use Google Translate to allow this to be read in any language.

KW: We hope that anyone commissioning services will come to the JSNA to understands the needs of the population.

JP: What about air quality?

KW: Well we have that section and air quality in Reading is generally good but the full data is here (the relevant page was
shown).

The meeting then proceeded with a quiz on the data we had seen.

LS: So good to have a hard copy of the presentation. Thank you very much. That was good and the quiz was great fun.

KW: I will also send the electronic version for your website.

JP: Could I ask that this display enlarged could go in the cases at the Civic Offices.

4. News From PPGs

Longbarn Lane

DB: Two locums have agreed to be partners - there will be three initially but Dr Williams will probably retire later this
year when the new partnership is formed. Back to the earlier situation - 2 partners and they will bring in salaried GPs. The
PPG is very pleased with that, so we will see how it develops. We have met the new partners and they seemed very keen.

LS: That sounds very encouraging - better than the situation at Circuit Lane.

DB: Yes, the new proposal was accepted rapidly by the CCG.

London Street

MF: London Street has had its second CQC visit. I had hopeful comments today.

Russell Street Surgery

CL: Russell Street - I passed on the sheet about the STP (sustainability and transformation plan area). - this was mentioned
in the PPG. Also an issue was raised about the difficulty of getting a death certificate over the Easter holiday. For Muslims
in particular this is very important.

SK: Yes, this is a problem - especially if the body is to be taken abroad for burial.

Chatham Street Surgery

SK: Chatham Street - had a meeting on 30 March. First meeting I was only attendee. CQC inspection on 5th April. Some
staff members would need training because some staff including doctors made no eye contact.

Pembroke Surgery

TL: A board with pictures of staff has been put up - but not all had names associated with them.

Milman Road - Ground Floor

CM: I have assumed the chair of the PPG at Milman Rd (Ground Floor). The CQC inspection is expected soon.

6. Patient Engagement Report

LS: I attended the Public Engagement Strategy Group and will report from my own notes. We will in future ask the secretary
to produce the minutes early in future. A date was still being requested for the ”End of Life Event”. (Later confirmed as
8th June - same afternoon as Primary Care Board.) Sarah Morland had said Reading Voluntary Agency had a grant to
continue with Social Prescribing - just a few surgeries had taken this up. Offered to talk again at SRPV in due course.

Looking at the plan on a page - some of the sections had very little detail - although of course there is not much room on a
page.

CM: Will South Reading produce its own Plan on a Page? This should show the effort re screening.

DD: It would be good for people to go to Gov Body in Public on the morning of the 1st June.

Probably attendees: DD, CL, DB, CM, DF, LS, JP, PL, TL.
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LS: It was reported that about 60 people are turning up at A&E daily who are not registered at a GP surgery (anecdotal).
According to the practice manager at Western Elms surgery everyone is now eligible. Possibly there is a difficulty in getting
registered / closed lists. Should we promote NHS 111? They will provide ”new patient packs”. A survey is to be carried
out. JP will write to Steven Buckley re ”closed lists”.

Re STP the NW Reading rep disagreed with Reading Council making their statement on the STP. But there was still concern
about patient engagement in the large STP area.

JP: It is important to get a bigger picture of this. This a national STP scheme. There are 44 regions acros England. After
Libby left the meeting it was clear that there would be a review of patient engagement. There is a very verbose paper - is
this an attempt to cloud the issue?

DD: We went through all of this over the cardiac centres. The North South routes across this STP area are poor. The A34
often is blocked when I am going to Harwell. You must have good communications over the whole area to make it work
successfully.

Date of Next Meeting - 25th May 2016 - Bring your own topics

The next meeting will have talks/discussions led by members:

TL TTIP, DF: STP, SK: Mental Health, PL: It pays to be Careful.
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